INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE

Managing Water for Sustainable Agriculture
From Secretary General's Desk...
Dear Colleagues,
The recent systematic
tirade against large
dams panders to the
agenda of ‘Climate
Change Deniers’ lobby.
If you believe that the
warmer climate would
result in more variability
in weather, it is easy
to comprehend, that it entails accentuated
extreme hydrologic conditions: short spells
of intense rain accompanied by longer dry
spells. Any housewife from a developing
country facing intermittent water supplies will
vouch for the fact that longer ‘no water-supply’
periods would require her to procure bigger
utensils to store water for her needs, unless
she decides to use hundreds of tumblers
and has the space to spread them around
the house. The situation is symptomatic of
the developing countries around the world
who are unable to cope with the current
climate variability in water supplies and are
faced with increasing climate variability due
to ongoing and impending climate change.
Unfortunately, most developing countries do
not enjoy the luxury of rains round the year
and whenever they need it.
World Bank in the recent past, as a policy,
has started re-investing in large dams and
storages. Supporting this new investment
policy, President Gao Zhanyi, ICID and
President Adama Nombre, ICOLD, have
addressed a letter to the President of the
World Bank, aptly highlighting the futility of
this new series of debates relating to dams
for water storage and hydropower. It has been
pointed out that these debates, instigated by
motivated NGOs “are counter-productive, as
they do not propose any credible or viable
alternative for meeting world sustainable
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energy needs on a realistic scale” and have
averred that “the cost of no action will be
very heavy for the populations in developing
countries, and for the environment”.
24th June, the ICID Foundation Day will
provide an opportunity, to the National
Committees as well as professionals engaged
in irrigation and drainage, to re-dedicate
the ICID community to work towards water
security and sustainable development goals.
NCs will have opportunity to bring together
various stakeholders working towards water
and food security within the respective
countries and highlight the need for storages
for irrigation and hydropower, among others.
The topic is appropriately addressed within
the framework of ‘Energy and Water’ as
the theme for World Water Day 2014. We
will be happy-to-hear from you about the
celebrations that took place at your National
Committee level.
It is heartening to see the keen interest shown
by the Young Professionals in participating
in the 22nd Congress and overwhelming
requests for ICID scholarships have been
received. Keeping in view the budget
constraints only 10 YPs will be provided full
scholarship while another 5 YPs are being
provided partial scholarship. The successful
candidates will be informed by the end of
this month. YPs attending the Congress will
also be able to attend training workshops
specially organized / designed for them.
As you may recall, commencing 64th IEC
meeting in Mardin, Turkey, we have started
holding Plenary session of IEC before the
start of its workbody meetings. The objective
is to give all the volunteers and experts
attending the technical workbodies, but not
the Council meeting, a sense of working
together with the common objective: to
manage water for sustainable agriculture.
This year too, the Plenary session will be
held on 16th September (FN). The main
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agenda items for this session would be
Presidents’ Report; Presentation by the
National Committees (Philippines and Italy)
and Dispensation of WatSave and other
awards. Please take a good note of the
Congress and IEC programme (tentative)
given inside.
I am sure most of you are busy preparing
for your workbody meetings. The draft
agenda for various workbodies is under
preparation. Please let us know through
your WG chairman, if you would like to
include any new agenda item. You may like
to take the opportunity to have a preliminary
discussion with experts within your respective
groups in the next two months so that you
are better prepared for making best use of
the opportunity of face to face meeting in
Gwangju. Central Office will be happy to
organize for you a group ‘web conference’
to facilitate discussions among some or all
of the members from your workbody.
The Scoping Documents for the four out
of five proposed new WGs, as decided at
64th IEC, are now with the Core Group
members who are refining/ working on them.
These Scoping Documents will be sent to
the National Committees in early July to
ascertain and invite the experts who would
like to be associated with these WGs.
Please also take note of the Technical
Tours organized after the 22nd Congress,
as you would find them very informative
and an excellent way of sharing information
and developments across the regions. And
don’t forget to avail “Early Bird” registration
benefits.
With best regards,

Avinash C Tyagi
Secretary General

Countdown Begins for Nominations

Heritage Irrigation Structures
Countdown to the nominations for the Heritage
Irrigation Structures (HIS) has begun as the
last date for receipt of nomination to the
ICID Central Office is 15 July 2014. National
Committee can nominate more than one
structure, using separate nomination form
for each.
The recognition as a “Heritage Irrigation
Structures” will serve the broader objectives
of tracing the history of and understanding
the evolution of irrigation in the civilizations
across the world. In particular it will help

collect information on historical irrigation
structures from around the world, understand
their significant achievements and gather
knowledge about the unique features that have
sustained the project for such a long period
and to learn the philosophy and wisdom on
sustainable irrigation from these structures.
This will, in addition, help protect/preserve
these historical irrigation structures.
The qualifying historical irrigation structures
will be included in the ICID World List of
Heritage Irrigation Structures and awarded a

“Plaque”, for display at the structure, during
ICID’s 65th International Executive Council
(IEC) meeting on 21st September 2014 at
Gwangju Metropolitan City, Republic of Korea.
For more information about criterion for
selection of the Heritage Irrigation Structures
please access http://www.icid.org/his_award.
html where the purpose, scope, criterion,
the procedure for nominations, including
a “Nomination Forum” are described and
can be downloaded at <http://www.icid.org/
his_appendix_n_annexure.docx>

The 22nd International Congress on Irrigation and Drainage and 65th International Executive Council meetings will be held during 1420 September 2014 at Kimdaejung Convention Centre in Gwangju Metropolitan City, Republic of Korea. The main theme of the 22nd
ICID Congress is ‘Securing Water for Food and Rural Community under Climate Change’.
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The ‘Early Bird’ online registration for the
22nd International Congress on Irrigation and
Drainage and 65th International Executive
Council (IEC) and its pre-council meetings
will be available till 30 June 2014. The early
bird registration charges for the participants
are - (i) USD 800 (Congress + IEC Council
meetings); and (ii) USD 650 for Congress only;
Young Professionals (i) USD 400 (Congress
+ IEC Council Meeting); (iii) USD 325 for
Congress only; Retired professionals: USD 400;
Non- Member Countries: USD 900; Exhibition:
USD 250; One-day Registration: USD 200 &
Accompanying person : US$ 300. For online
registration go to https://www.icid2014.org/
registration/reg_1.asp?sMenu=reg1

by specialists (past/present) involved in the
concerned projects to satisfy anxiety of the
tourists. Technical tours will be arranged during
the congress as follows:
TT-1 & TT-3: Yeongsan river comprehensive
agricultural development project
Yeongsan river comprehensive agricultural
development project, implemented with
international financial aid, has become a
successful model these days. The project aims to
store 2500 million cubmic meter (MCM) of water.
Further, 65,000 hectares of new agricultural
land is also being reclamied.
•

TT-1 (Half-day course) includes “Jangsung
dam” which is the 1st stage of Yeongsan
river comprehensive agricultural development
project for water resources development
and “Baekyang temple”, one of the oldest
Buddhist temple in Korea. This tour will give
inspiration for water resources development
and show case cultural heritage as well.

•

TT-3 (One-day course) includes “Sani
sluice gate” which is the longest sluice gate
in Korea and “Yeongam Link Canal” which
was constructed to connect two different
basins. In addition, Korea International Circuit
which is the second longest in the world will
fascinate you with the track running with the
sea in the backdrop.

The ‘Round Table’ Meeting
A Round Table meeting on ‘Irrigated agriculture
and development in developing countries’ is
being organized by the National Organizing
Committee (NOC) for 22nd ICID Congress at
Gwangju, Republic of Korea. The purpose of
the Round Table (RT) meeting is to provide
developing countries with opportunities to
discuss food security issues and to share their
own experiences to overcome the challenges.
Recently, the Co-Chairs and Facilitators
have been finalized for the Round Table
meeting. Round Table 1 (Plenary Session)
on ‘Governance of all rural development in
developing countries” will be chaired by Prof.
Tai-Chol Kim (Korea) and Dr. Samia El-Guindy
(Egypt) on 14 September 2014. Dr. Thierry
Facon (FAO, Bangkok) will make background
paper presentation. Round Table 2 & 3 (Parallel
Sessions) on ‘Agricultural water development
and its effect on food production and rural
development’ and ‘Process of comprehensive
agricultural development project and cases of
well-developed model on rural development’
will be facilitated by Ir. Seong-gu Hong (Korea)
and Dr. Sylvester Mpandeli (South Africa) and
Ir. Tae-il Jang (Korea) and VP Dr. Basuki
Hadimoeljono (Indonesia) on 16 September
2014, respectively. Round Table - Panel
Discussion for summary and wrap-up will be
facilitated by Mr. Chun-Gyeoung Yoon (Korea)
and Dr. Thierry Facon (FAO). Presenters are
being invited from around 20 countries for
RT. Please access http://www.icid2014.org/
congress/cogress_6.asp?sMenu=cog6
for
the program of the round table meeting during
the Congress.
Study /Technical Tour
Technical tours are programmed with the
greatest care by National Organizing Committee
(NOC) for 22nd ICID Congress, Gwangju,
Republic of Korea, for participants to experience
success stories of comprehensive agricultural
development in Korea. Each tour will be guided
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•

TT-2: World Masterpiece of agricultural
development: Saemangeum project

Saemangeum reclamation project is one of
the world’s biggest comprehensive agricultural
development projects. It is a national project
to create 283 km2 of reclaimed land and a
lake as large as 118 km2 by constructing the
world's longest 33.9km sea dike connecting
Gunsan and Buan on the west coast of Korea.
Saemangeum will emerge not only as high-end
agricultural complex but also as an economic
hub of Northeast Asia, a location of choice
for business, industry, and tourism. Short visit
to chrysanthemum festival at Hampyeong-gun
will bring you the beauty of Korea in autumn.
Please access http://www.icid2014.org/
study/study_1.asp?sMenu=stu1 for the more
information of the Study Tour during the
Congress.
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Exhibition & National Committees’ Display
As the largest business event relating to
agriculture, water, and the environment, the
exhibition will be held from 14 to 17 September
2014 in Exhibition Hall, 1st Floor of Kimdaejung
Convention Hall. Exhibition provides a special
opportunity not only for industrial companies
to promote their industry-leading products and
services, but also for all the ICID member
countries to display their activities and
achievements through posters, photographs,
publications, etc. Notably, exhibitors and National
Committees could get promotion opportunities
such as introduction at official homepage
and directory. The exhibition application form
can be downloaded on the official website
and application submission will be closed
on 31st July 2014. For detailed information
about the exhibition and national committees’
display, please access http://www.icid2014.org/
exhibition/exhi_2.asp?sMenu=exh2
Preparatory Workshop for Volunteers of the
22nd ICID Congress
On 27-28 June 2014, the National Organizing
Committee (NOC) will organize the Preparatory
Workshop for the Volunteers of the 22nd ICID
Congress at Kimdaejung Convention Center in
Gwangju Metropolitan City, Republic of Korea.
This will be the time to ask for the manpower
and request assistance to universities in Korea
for the Congress. Now, it is less than D-100
to the Congress and NOC is currently putting
a lot of efforts for domestic and international
advertisements to seek exhibitors. NOC is
supervising detailed preparation and check-up
internally as well. All of these preparatory works
is expected to contribute to the record-breaking
success of the Congress as a global event.
Contact coordinates: 22nd ICID Congress
Secretariat: Dr. Young D. Kim and Mr. Hun Sun
Lee, 2nd Floor BH B/D 902-5 Bangbae-Dong,
Seocho-Gu, Seoul 137-060, Republic of Korea.
Tel.: +82-2-6288-6300, Fax: +82- 2-6288-6399,
E-mail:icid2014@icid2014.org and Website:
http://www.icid2014.org
Congress Coordinator: Dr. Vijay K. Labhsetwar,
Director, International Commission on Irrigation
and Drainage (ICID), Central Ofﬁce: 48 Nyaya
Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi 110021, India.
Tel: +91 11 26115679, +91 11 26116837, E-mail:
icid@icid.org, Website http://www. icid.org
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All Day 08.30-18.00

19.00-21.00

18.00-19.00

17.00-18.00

15.30-17.00

15.00-15.30

13.30-15.00

12.30-13.30

11.00-12.30

10.30-11.00

MB-I

Registration

Day / Hrs.

09.00-10.30

13-Sep

Saturday

Date/ 2014

Question 58.1

Symposium - I

Question 58.2
Question 59.2
Question 58.3

GR Presentation (Q.58)

MT-JOUR

Question 58.3

Question 59.2

Question 58.2

Special Session -I

Question 59.3

Staff Committee (SC)
Management Board (MB)

International Workshop

IEC and related meetings

Special Session

Round Table

Symposium

Side Events

OBC Meeting

WG-IDSST-I

AFRWG-I

AFRWG-II

WG-PQW-II

WG-CLIMATE-II

PFC-I
TF-VE

PCSO-I

WG-ENV-II

C-PR&P-II

WG-CROP-I

Side Event(s)

On-Farm

Basin

5 Tours for accompanying
persons
3 Post-Congress tours

MB-II

Closing
Ceremony

IEC

IEC

IEC

IEC

Schemes

Farewell Dinner

YP-Training
Workshop

PCTA

20-Sep
Saturday

Tours
3 Techical Tours

WG-CROP-II

YP-Training
Workshop

PCTA

YP-Training
Workshop

PCTA

YP-Training
Workshop

PCTA

Friday

19-Sep

Knowledge

PCSO-II

Side Event(s)

WG-SDTA-II

WG-DROUGHT-II

Themes

WG-ENV-I

C-PR&P-I
Side Event(s)

WG-SDTA-I

WG-DROUGHT-I

PFC-II

TF-WWF-7 - II

HEALTH BREAK

TF-WWF7 - I

WG-CAFM-II

WG-PQW-I

WG-CLIMATE-I

WG-CAFM-I

WG-POVERTY-II

WG-IDSST-II

18-Sep
Thursday

TF-BIO-ENERGY

HEALTH BREAK

WG-POVERTY-I

Exihibition

FARM -II

C-CONGR-II

WG-ON-

C-CONGR-I

Congress

MT-JOUR

17-Sep
Wednesday

WG-ON- FARM - I

Registration /Exhibition

Welcome Dinner

Mtg. NCs - Office Bearers
(Cocktail)

Congress Wrap-Up

Question 59

Question 58

Closing Plenary

Side Event(s)

EB-JOUR-II

Round Table - Panel Discussion

WG-HIST-II

WG-YPF-II

ERWG-II

ASRWG-II

WG-YPF-I

ERWG-I

ASRWG-I

LUNCH BREAK

EB-JOUR-I

Side Event(s)

WG-HIST-I

Special Session -II
Round Table - 2 & 3

Plenary IEC

Registration / Exhibition

Question 59.1

Opening Plenary

GR Presentation (Q. 59)

16-Sep
Tuesday

Question 58.1

SC

Question 59.3

N.D. Gulhati Memorial Lecture

Exhibition Opening Ceremony

Opening Ceremony

Side Event(s)

International Workshop - SDTA-II

Symposium - II

Round Table -1 (Opening)

International Workshop - SDTA-I

Registration / Exhibition

Registration / Exhibition
Question 59.1

15-Sep
Monday

14-Sep

Sunday

22nd ICID Congress and 65th IEC Meeting - Tentative Program as on 18 June 2014

Dams : Letter to President of The World Bank

International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD)

International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (ICID)

Mr. Jim Yong Kim 							
President World Bank Group
1818 H Street
Washington DC
USA

May 14 2014

Dear Mr. Jim Yong Kim,
After the long ‘dam debate’ of the 1990s and the early 2000s, we have had the pleasure of noticing the re-engagement of the World Bank
in their support for the development of good projects for Large Water storage and Hydropower infrastructure. This is in order to address the
urgent needs for water, energy and food supply, especially in the developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. This progressive reengagement clearly represents a significant contribution to poverty alleviation and provides the basis for enhanced socioeconomic development
in these regions. Some of the major Bank-assisted hydro schemes will also play an important role in integrated regional development, and
in climate change mitigation.
This re-engagement, which began with the “Water Resources Sector Strategy” of 2003, was most recently clearly confirmed by the adoption
of the World Bank’s policy document of 2013 entitled “Toward a sustainable energy future for all: Direction for the World Bank Group’s
Energy sector”. Policies have been put into practice, with increased funding for water infrastructure over the past ten years. An important
example is the World Bank support for the Inga 3 project, which will play such a major role for multiple African nations. Since 2007, funds
allocated to renewable energy have increased by a factor of 4. Our organizations have greatly appreciated the strong will and engagement
of the World Bank.
We particularly appreciate your recent statement: “We need affordable energy to help end poverty and to build shared prosperity. We will
also scale up efforts to improve energy efficiency and increase renewable energy—according to countries’ needs and opportunities”.
We would like, through this letter, to express our concerns about some recent criticisms of dams for water storage and hydropower, emanating
from certain NGOs, sometimes from misinformed decision makers, or expressed in pseudo-scientific papers.
The existing 50 000 large dams, together with one million small dams, are regulating around 4000 km3 of water, representing 31 percent of
the renewable world water resources. It is well known that regulated water resources are used:
-		 to produce around 15% of world electricity, representing 80% of renewable electricity, thus providing massive amounts of cheap and
clean energy;
-		 to produce 40% of the world’s food using irrigated agriculture for feeding feed around 2.4 billion people;
-		 to supply water to millions of people, sometimes in very large cities without any other sources of fresh water;
-		 to ensure better inland navigation and recreational facilities;
-		 to mitigate the effects of recurrent floods and droughts;
-		 to restore wetlands for animals, flora and ecological biodiversity, in arid and semi-arid areas; and so on.
These infrastructures have proven to contribute to the improvement of people life’s conditions the foundation for socio-economic prosperity
in many industrialized nations of Europe, Asia, the Americas and Australasia; and today they are closely associated with rapid economic
development in the emerging countries.
We consider that the new criticisms and debate relating to dams for water storage and hydropower are counter-productive, as they do not
propose any credible or viable alternative for meeting world needs on a realistic scale. If their proposed recommendations are followed,
it will result in human disasters in regions such as Africa and Asia. The cost of no action will be very heavy for the populations in these
countries, and for the environment.
Vast potential exists, and is largely untapped, on the African continent, which has large river systems and huge arable land resources, which
need to be harnessed. Only 8% of African hydropower potential has been developed and 10% of the arable land is under irrigation, and
yet, it is on this continent that we find recurrent famines and permanent malnutrition of people, mainly women and children, more than half
of the population live in darkness, limited access to education and health, and no job opportunities.
In the first half of this century, as the world’s population grows to around 9 billion, global demand for food, feed and fibre will nearly double. If
we consider the effects of global change linked to this fast increase in world population and the effects of climate change resulting in recurrent
floods and droughts, it is clear that lowering or stopping the construction of water infrastructure for multipurpose uses and hydropower, could
result in a global disaster in the near future.
Our organizations would like to express to the World Bank our full support for the development and implementation of well-run projects, to
manage world water for the benefit of people, the prosperity of nations and the world.
We encourage and support the World Bank to work with all multilateral and bilateral funds to contribute to speeding up this development.
As international professional associations we will continue to provide guidance and state-of-the-art know-how to the profession and decision
makers, to ensure that these projects will be safe, economically efficient, environmentally sound and socially equitable.
Yours sincerely,

Adama NOMBRE
President of ICOLD
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Zhanyi GAO
President of ICID
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Stockholm Water Week
2014: Energy and Water
The World Water Week is hosted and
organised by the Stockholm International
Water Institute (SIWI) each year in
Stockholm since 1991. This year, World
Water Week will be held during 31st August
to 5th September 2014 at Stockholm,
Sweden. Every year the World Water
Week addresses a particular theme to
enable a deeper examination of a specific
water-related topic. The theme for 2014
is “Energy and Water”.
The week will cover issues such as Water,
Energy, Food and Ecosystem Security;
Mitigation and adaptation measures for
climate change – how to coverage over
energy and water; Integrated water and
energy policy and governance. To view
the program and to register, please visit
www.worldwaterweek.org
Young Professionals' Day
On 3rd September 2014, the World
Water Week will open its doors to young
enthusiasts between 16 years to 35
years who will get free access to the
Young Professionals activities. The main
activities of the Young Professionals' Day
are – (i) Seminars on ‘Young Professionals
Shaping the Post-2015 Agenda’ & (ii)
‘Form Ideas to Success: The Way of
the Entrepreneurs’; (iii) Guided Tours
of the Exhibition; (iv) CV Clinic; (v)
Ideas’ Marketplace; and (vi) Stockholm
Junior Water Prize Ceremony. A detailed
information on Young Professionals’ Day
is available at http://www.worldwaterweek.
org/YPD. For registration and information
may visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
youngprofessionalsday before August 15,
2014 or contact: Ms. Ingrid Stangberg,
Program Manager, (E-mail :ingrid.
stangberg@siwi.org) for more information.
Stockholm Water Prize Laureate
Professor John Briscoe (South Africa) is
named the 2014 Stockholm Water Prize
Laureate for his unparalleled contributions
to global and local water management,
inspired by an unwavering commitment
to improving the lives of people on the
ground. The Committee of the Stockholm
Water Prize has chosen his name for the
combined world-class research with policy
implementation and practice to improve
the development and management of
water resources as well as access to safe
drinking water and sanitation.
Professor Briscoe’s genius lies in his fusion
of science, policy and practice, giving
him unrivalled insights into how water
should be managed to improve the lives
of people worldwide. He is well known
for his involvement in World Commission
on Dams.
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Know your National Committee
National Committee of the Russian Federation on Irrigation
and Drainage (RuCID), with its Secretariat in Moscow,
Russia is affiliated to Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian
Federation. RuCID has been one of the most active National
Committees of ICID since it joined as a member of ICID in
the year 1955. RuCID has large representations in various
workbodies of ICID and is actively involved in its various
activities.
RuCID has given four Vice Presidents in the past, namely,
Prof. A.N. Askochensky (1960-1963), Mr. K.K. Shubladze
(1966-1969), Mr. B.G. Shtepa (1977-1980) and Dr. Georgi
Georgievich Guluyk (2004-2007). Mr. E.E. Alekseevsky also served as President
during the years 1972-1975. RuCID has hosted many ICID events, such as 12th
International Executive Council (IEC) meeting in 1961; 26th International Executive
Council (IEC) meeting and 9th International Congress on Irrigation and Drainage in
1975; and 55th International Executive Council (IEC) meeting in 2004 at Moscow,
Russia. Currently, 12th International Drainage Workshop titled ‘Drainage on Wetland
Agricultural Areas, is scheduled to be held from 23-26 June 2014 at Saint Petersburg
(Pushkin), Russia.
H.E. Pavel V. Semenov, Chairman of the Russian National Committee on Irrigation
and Drainage (RuCID) since June 2012 is the Deputy Minister of Agriculture of the
Russian Federation. H.E Semenov, a graduate (1998) from the Tyumen State Oil and
Gas University, as a specialist on marketing and Tyumen International Institute of
Economics and Law in ‘Bachelor of Economics”. He obtained his PhD in Economics
from St. Petersburg State Mining Institute named after Plekhanov. He was elected to
the State Council of the Chuvash Republic in the year 2002; ‘Deputy’ of the State
Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation and a ‘Member’ of the
State Duma Committee on Federation Affairs and Regional Policy during the years
2003-2011 and elected as ‘Deputy Minister’ of Natural Resources and Ecology of
the Russian Federation during the years 2011-2012.
ICID congratulates H.E. Pavel V. Semenov, Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
Chairman of RuCID for taking RuCID to a new heights in international cooperation
and looks forward to his continued involvement and support in the activities of ICID
towards fulfilling the mission.
The prize will be presented by the
Stockholm International Water Institute
(SIWI) during the 2014 World Water Week
in Stockholm in September 2014. For more
details, please access their website www.
siwi.org/swp2014

Placing Water at the
Heart of the Post-2015
Development Agenda
The 5th Africa Water Week (AWW5)
was held on 26-31 May 2014 at Dakar,
Senegal. The event convened by the
African Ministers Council on Water
(AMCOW) in conjunction with the African
Union Commission and organized with
other development partners. GWP was
involved in a number of activities. The
main theme of the AWW5 conference was
“Placing Water at the Heart of the Post2015 Development Agenda”, with the subthemes – (i) Water, Sanitation and Hygiene;
(ii) Water Resources Management for
Sustainable Development; (iii) Wastewater
Management and Water Quality; and (iv)
Water and Disaster Risk Management.
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The main objective of the annual week
was to build momentum on achieving the
MDG water and sanitation targets and the
2025 Africa Water Vision.
More than 1000 participants from across
Africa, including governments, international
and regional institutions, civil society, the
private sector, the scientific community
and other stakeholders, who discussed
and identified solutions to Africa's water
and sanitation challenges.
The General Assembly of the African
Ministers Council on Water (AMCOW)
agreed on a Dakar Declaration (http://
www.amcow-online.org/images/Resources/
final%20dakar%) at the 5th African
Water Week (AWW). The Declaration
recommended a goal on “Water Security
and Sanitation” in the post-2015
development agenda, underscoring that
the “integrated delivery of the two were a
prerequisite for sustainable socio-economic
development and the achievement of total
health outcomes.” Please access http://
post2015.iisd.org/news/african-ministerscall-for-a-water-security-and-sanitationgoal-in-post-2015 for more information.
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National Drought Management Policy
Guidelines: A Template for Action

data and financial resources and identify groups at risk; write
the key tenets of the national drought management policy and
preparedness plans; (v) identify research needs and fill institutional
gaps; (vi) integrate science and policy aspects of drought
management; (vii) publicize the national drought management
policy and preparedness plans and build public awareness
and consensus; (viii) develop educational programs for all age
and stakeholder groups; and (ix) evaluate and revise national
drought management policy and supporting preparedness plans.

The Integrated Drought Management Programme (IDMP), a
joint Global Water Partnership (GWP) and World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) project has brought out a publication on
'National Drought Management Policy Guidelines: A Template
for Action.' The guidelines provide a 10-step process for
policymakers to design drought management, preparedness
and mitigation plans.

Case studies from Mexico, USA, Morocco and Brazil illustrate
examples of national programme implementation, cases where
government has been ill-prepared and successful instances of
integrated drought management. For more information, please
access http://water-l.iisd.org/ news/idmp-releases-10-stepprocess-for-drought-management-policy/.

The 10 steps elaborated in the guide are – (i) appoint a national
drought management policy commission; (ii) state or define the
goals and objectives of a risk-based national drought management
policy; (iii) seek stakeholder participation and define and resolve
conflicts between key water use sectors; (iv) inventory available

New GWP Deputy
Executive Secretary
The Global Water
Partnership (GWP)
has appointed Mr.
Rudolph Cleveringa
as its new Deputy
Executive Secretary.
Mr. Rudolph will lead
the GWPO Secretariat
in Stockholm from 1st
September 2014.
Mr. Rudolph is currently Senior Technical
Advisor for Rural Development, Water and
Rural Infrastructure of the International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD).
Mr. Rudolph is an Agricultural Engineer,
obtained a degree from Wageningen
University in The Netherlands. He has
more than 35 professional years of
global experience and engagement in
various aspects of development – ranging
from operational land, water and rural
infrastructure projects to programme and
policy advisory work, and project financing.
He has broad experience of working in
collaborative partnership, engaging with
UN Water, CGIAR, FAO and other global
organizations.
In his capacity as Deputy Executive
Secretary, Mr. Rudolph will be supporting
the Executive Secretary and working
closely with the Management Team to
provide and manage the internal day-today functions of the GWPO Secretariat.
We congratulate Mr. Rudolph Cleveringa
for his new assignment.

82nd Annual Meeting of ICOLD
The Indonesian National Committee
on Large Dams (INACOLD)
organized its 82nd Annual Meeting
on 2-6 June 2014 at Nusa Dua,
Bali, Indonesia.
On behalf of ICID, Dr. Mohammad
Hasan, President of Indonesian
National Committee of ICID
(INACID) participated in the meeting.
Besides, Vice President of INACOLD
and Chairman of the Organizing
Committee along with the senior
officer bearers of INACID i.e. VPH
Dr. A. Hafied A. Gany and Mr. Syaiful Mahdi,
Board of Advisors of INACID; Prof. Indratmo
Sokamo, Chairman INACID for River and
Flood Management also participated in the
meeting. The delegation was headed by
VP Basuki Hadimoeljono. In his speech
VP Basuki stated that this meeting could
be used as means of promotion and
investment for the development of large
dams. This meeting also emphasized on
the capacity building, human resources.
As Chairman of the Indonesian National
Committee for Large Dams (INACOLD) VP
Basuki Hadimoeljono emphasized that this
event was also a moment to accelerate the
development and utilization of large dams
that would contribute to food security and
energy security. In addition to lowering the
global warming that has been discussed
all over the world. Hence, their operations
attracted worldwide attention.

News from ICID National Committees
Sri Lanka National Committee,
ICID (SLNICID)
The Sri Lankan National Committee
(SLNICID), like every year, through island
wide activities, commemorated the World
Water Day on 22nd March 2014 on the
theme “Water and Energy”.
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ICID News Update

During the meeting, 146 papers were
presented, consisting of 56 papers (oral)
in seven parallel sessions and 90 papers
presented in the poster format.
In his speech H.E. Hermanto Dardak,
Deputy Minister of Public Works (Indonesia)
reiterated that the selection of Indonesia
as the host of the international meeting,
is in recognititon of Indonesia's role in the
development and management of large
dams and water resources. This was in
line with the International theme of this
year's "Dams in the Global Environment
Challenges".
More than 1593 participants from 73
countries participated in the meeting. The
participants also had the opportunity to
visit two existing dams in the Bali Island,
namely, Telaga Tunjung Dam and Titab
Dam.

In conjunction with Ministry of Irrigation
and Water Resources Management, a
Technical Session was held to share
the knowledge, brainstorm the thoughts,
and make awareness of World Water
Day in the context of “Water and Energy
Nexus”. Current trends & Ministry’s
approach, sustainable water resources
management, responsibility of the water
resources management Ministry over “
Water & Energy”, water and energy in
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past, present, future and climate change
and its effects to the water sector were
some of the topics discussed.

Awareness programs for school children
commemorating the World Water Day
were also held in several regions of the
country. In addition, in some places art
competition on the importance of saving
water was held among the school children.
Cleaning and caring campaigns of dam
bunds and irrigation canals were held
in several irrigation schemes. In some
regions, drinking water quality testing
programs were also organized.

INACID (Indonesia)
Strategies of Sustainable Irrigation
and Lowland Management to Support
National Food Security in the
Perspectives of Global Climate Change
The Indonesian National Committee of
ICID (INACID) organized a Seminar
during 16-18 May 2014 at Palembang,
Indonesia. The theme of the Seminar
was “Strategies of Sustainable Irrigation
and Lowland Management to Support
National Food Security in the Perspectives
of Global Climate Change”. More than
500 participants attended the event,
including the academics, practitioners and
delegations of friendly countries, such as
the Netherlands, Japan, South Korea,
Malaysia, Laos and the Philippines.

current condition of irrigated agricultural
land in Indonesia. He also shared
the experience of building sustainable
stakeholder coordination across sectors,
across regions and between the upstream
and downstream.
VP Basuki stated that “Currently irrigation
of agricultural land which reached 7.4
million hectares and produces around
85% of the national rice production is in
great danger because of land conversion.
To tackle the situation, Indonesia has
enacted appropriate legal instruments;
Law 26/2007 on Spatial Planning and Law
41/2007 on the Protection of Agricultural
Land Productive.
VP Basuki also chaired a meeting with
representatives of member countries
i.e. Netherlands, Japan, South Korea,
Malaysia, Laos and the Philippines and
encouraged them to be more active in the
ICID activities, particularly in sustainable
development of irrigation and drainage
projects. All delegates agreed to develop
further cooperation among them.
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We thank Mr. Eugeniy Lopukhov, former
Head/Chairman of RuCID for his active
support and contributions to ICID during
his tenure.

TUCID (Turkey)
Water Security and Legal Aspects of
Water
The Istanbul International Water Fora
(IIWF) is held every three years, one year
before the World Water Fora (WWF).
The 3rd Istanbul International Water Forum
(IWF) was held on 27-29 May 2014 at
Haliç Congress Centre in Istanbul Turkey,
organized by the Turkish Water Institute
(SUEN) of the Ministry of Forestry and
Water Affairs of Turkey. Main themes
of the Forum are - ‘Water Security’
and ‘Legal Aspects of Water’. Besides,
Plenary Sessions, and many Side Events
were held.

NETHCID (Netherlands)
Training Course: Multilevel Water
Governance
A training course on ‘Multilevel Water
Governance’ will be held from 30 June - 11
July 2014 at The Hague, together with the
Water Governance Centre and addresses
the key challenges for integrated, multilevel
water governance. Five key building
blocks for sound water governance will be
discussed i.e. (a) a powerful administrative
organization of water management; (b) a
legally embedded system of water law;
(c) an adequate financing system and
economic analyses of water measures; (d)
a systematic (planning) approach; and (e)
the participation of stakeholders.
Please access http://thehagueacademy.
com/blog/2013/07/multilevel-watergovernance/ for more information.

RuCID (Russia)

The Seminar was inaugurated by the
Governor of South Sumatera, Alex Nurdin.
Vice President Basuki Hadimoeljono
(Indonesia) delivered an Opening
Speech. On the occasion, VP Basuki
shared his experience, both technically
and coordination between ICID member
countries. In his speech, VP Basuki talked
about the history of the development of
irrigation and lowland in Indonesia until the

Tel/Fax: +7 495 60812 41 and E-mail:
ruscid@mail.ru, rusiptrid@mail.ru

ICID fraternity extends its warm welcome
to H.E. Pavel V. Semenov (Russia), Deputy
Minister of Agriculture of the Russian
Federation, who has assumed the charge
of the new Head/Chairman of Russian
National Committee on Irrigation and
Drainage (RuCID). The contact coordinates
of H.E. Semenov are:
Head/ Chairman, Russian National
Committee on Irrigation and Drainage
(RUCID), Director, Department on Land
Reclamation, Ministry of Agriculture of
the Russian Federation, Orlikov per.,
11/1 Moscow, 104139, Russia

ICID News Update

On behalf of ICID Vice President Dr.
Hüseyin GŰNDOĞDU (Turkey) convened
a ‘Side Event’ based on the outcomes and
future directions of the First World Irrigation
Forum (WIF1). This Side Event was also
attended by Mr. Akif OZKALDI, President
of the Turkish National Committee of ICID
(TUCID), Mr. Yakup Basoglu, Head of
National Organizing Committee (NOC) of
the First World Irrigation Forum (WIF1),
VPH Dr. Karim Shiati, Chairman of ICID’s
Asian Regional Working Group (ASRWG).
During the Forum, members of the National
Organizing Committe of WIF1 acted as
panellists and heads of the Forum sections
of. Mr. Akif Ozkaldı served as a panellist
at the Plenary Session on ‘Water Security
&SDGs’ and Vice President Dr. Hüseyin
GŰNDOĞDU held the Thematic Session
on ‘Water-Food-Energy-Ecology Nexus:
How to Achieve Interconnected Action’.
At the end of side event, the Summary
Report of the First World Irrigation
Forum (WIF1) publication brought out
by Central Office in cooperation with
TUCID was distributed to the participants.
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USCID (USA)
The U.S. National Committee on Irrigation
and Drainage (USCID) will be organizing
the Water Management Conference on
‘Planning, Operation and Automation

Forthcoming Events
ICID Events
12th International Drainage Workshop
(IDW), Theme: Drainage on Wetland
Agricultural Areas, 23-26 June 2014, St.
Petersburg, Russia. Contact: Ms. Irena
G. Bondarik, Secretary General, National
Committee of the Russian Federation on
Irrigation and Drainage (RuCID), E-mail:
ibond@online.ru, rusiptrid@mail.ru;
Website: http://onlinereg.ru/IDW12

of Irrigation Delivery Systems’ on 2-5
December 2014 at Phoenix, Arizona,
USA. The detailed information related to
the Conference is available at http://www.
uscid.org/14azconf.html

22nd ICID Congress and 65th IEC,
14-20 September, 2014, at Gwangju
Metropolitan City, Republic of Korea.
Congress Theme: Securing Water for
Food and Rural Community under
Climate Change. Contact coordinates:
Dr. Young D. Kim and Ir. Hun Sun Lee,
2nd Floor BH B/D 902-5 Bangbae-Dong,
Seocho-Gu, Seoul, 137-060, Republic of
Korea. Tel: +82 2 6288 6300, +82-2- 62886399, E-mail: icid2014@icid2014.org, and
http://www.icid2014.org

UzNCID (Uzbekistan)
Ir. Ilhom Miliyev is the Assistant Secretary
General of Uzbekistan National Committee
on Irrigation and Drainage (UzNCID. E-mail
address and telephone nos. of Ir. Miliyev
are: <ilhom61@mail.ru> and +998-93591-70-56.

66th IEC and 26th European Regional
Conference, 11-16 October 2015,
Montpellier, France. Contact: Secrétaire
Général, Association Française pour
l'Etude des Irrigations et du Drainage
(AFEID), 361 rue Jean-François Breton,
BP 5095, F - 34196 – MONTPELLIER
CEDEX 5, France. Tel: +33.4.67.04.63.16,
Fax: +33.4.67.16.64.40, E-mail: afeid@
cemagref.fr, Website: http://afeid.
montpellier.cemagref.fr

Venue of the Workshop

Other Events
2nd Water Week Latin America, 23-27
June 2014 at the Polanco Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Mexico City, The sessions themes
are Water and Food; Water and Energy;
and Water and Sustainable Cities. All
information is available at www.conagua.
gob.mx
International Conference on the Status
and Future of the World's Large Rivers,
21-25 July 2014 at Manaus, Amazonas,
Brazil. All information is available at http://
worldslargerivers.boku.ac.at/wlr/
2014 Stockholm World Water Week on
Theme: Energy and Water, 31 August – 5
September 2014 at Stockholm, Sweden.
All information is available at http://www.
worldwaterweek.org/

17th International Riversymposium,
Theme: ‘Large River Basins’ 8-10
October 2014 at Canberra (Australia)
2014. All information is available at http://
riversymposium.com/
2014 Global Water for Food Conference
– Theme: ‘Harnessing the Data
Revolution: Ensuring Water and Food
Security in a Digital World, 19-22
October 2014 at Seattle, Washington,
USA.
All information is available
at http://waterforfood.nebraska.edu/
blog/2013/12/06/5397/
International Symposium on Weather
and Climate Extremes, Food Security
and Biodiversity, 20-24 October 2014
at Fairfax, Virginia (Metropolitan
Washington D.C.), USA. All information
is available at www.iscefs.org

8th International Conference on River
Basin Management including all aspects
of Hydrology, Ecology, Environmental
Management, Flood Plains and
Wetlands, 17-19 June 2015, A Coruna,
Spain. All information is available at
http://www.wessex.ac.uk/15-conferences/
river-basin-management-2015.html
3rd International Conference on Water
and Society, 15-17 July, 2015 at A
Coruna, Spain. All information is available
at http://www.globaleventslist.elsevier.
com/events/2015/07/3rd-internationalconference-on-water-and-society/
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